Somerville Hino
75 Arrow Road, North York, ON, M9M 2L4
1 (877) 650-6296

2020 Hino 268d-271 Auto
Kilometers:
Type:
Transmission:
Stock #:

133
Truck
Automatic
WEB-006

See dealer for
pricing details
COMMENTS: The Hino 268 is designed for dock
loading applications and has a frame height of 40 over
the rear axle. The Hino 268 is equipped with a 10,000
lb. front axle and 19,000 lb. rear axle, and is available
in seven wheelbases ranging from 175" - 271". Hino's
7.6L, 230 horsepower 6-cylinder, turbocharged, diesel
engine provides excellent fuel economy, power, throttle
response and legendary Hino reliability. The Hino 268
is equipped with hydraulic brakes with ABS. Optional
Hendrickson rear air suspension provides a smooth
ride and is ideal for shock sensitive loads. The Hino
268 comes equipped with a 6-speed Allison 2200RDS
automatic transmission with PTO capability. Hino
offers a clean chassis as standard for the 268 model.
With nothing mounted to the outside of the frame rails
behind the cab, the clean chassis configuration is ideal
for applications where additional clearance is required.
For 60 years we at Somerville National Leasing have
been striving to give our customers the best quality
service possible. In 2008 Somerville Hino first opened
its doors, we have been an award winning Hino
dealership in Canada ever since. Whether you're
looking for a new or used Hino Truck, Somerville Hino
has the right vehicle for sale, lease or finance to meet
your needs and budget. We take pride in providing
sales, service and parts to Toronto and the surrounding
communities of Brampton, Mississauga, North York,
Scarborough, Etobicoke - across the entire Greater
Toronto Area. Our flexible lease programs were...
Displayed prices do not include HST and licensing fees.
Confirm all details and specifications with the dealer.
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